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34% companies prefer a total
return to office in future, only
17% favour complete WFH
Work preferences are not the same across industries. Manufacturing industries

(62 per cent), financial services firms (40 per cent), and large and medium-sized

enterprises favoured work from the office.
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tech-enabled companies such as ITES (72 per cent), IT product

and software companies (62 per cent), and NBFCs (70 per

cent) embrace hybrid or remote work models as these

companies are well equipped to allow their employees to carry

out work even though the teams are entirely distributed.

While 34 per cent of the

companies preferred a total

return to work, only 17 per

cent would choose to offer

complete work from home,

according to a survey. 

On being asked to what extent

would key business

stakeholders offer remote

working to employees going

forward, 19 per cent favoured

three days per week at home and two days at the office, whereas 12 per cent

preferred two days per week at home and three days at the office, as per the

study titled ‘Changing people practices and trends’ by HRO services provider

AscentHR. 

Another case-in-point is that these work preferences are not the same

across industries. Manufacturing industries (62 per cent), financial services

firms (40 per cent), and large and medium-sized enterprises favoured work

from the office.

On the other hand, tech-enabled companies such as ITES (72 per cent), IT

product and software companies (62 per cent), and NBFCs (70 per cent)

embrace hybrid or remote work models as these companies are well equipped

to allow their employees to carry out work even though the teams are

entirely distributed. 

“The hybrid work model not only allows organisations to focus on

employees’ wellbeing but also helps them reap notable productivity gains as

they eliminate the Covid infection risk considerably and reduced commute

time that would otherwise eat into productive hours,” said Subramanyam S,

Founder and CEO, AscentHR.

Concerns due to return to work

Exposure to Covid infection was reported as the topmost (62 per cent)

concern for organisations when deciding to ask employees to return to work.

This was the primary concern for manufacturing, ITES, and Financial

Services enterprises. 

However, for larger firms with more than 1000 employees, the concern was

primarily about employee safety concerning OSHA. 

Contrary to the general sentiment that asking employees to return to work

results in increased attrition, the data shows that this risk of attrition is

limited to only the ITES sector. 

Besides employee wellness, other concerns fall under the areas of increased

commute time causing loss of productivity hours (42 per cent), reduced

flexibility or opportunity for employees to manage their home (39 per cent),

among others. 

Initiatives for future work and strategies 

The survey data also shed some light on the various initiatives that

determine future work strategies. ‘Employee wellbeing’ (70 per cent) tops

the chart as one of the several initiatives that determine future work

strategies.

This initiative is followed by ‘Safe procedures and social distancing’ (64 per

cent); ‘Shift to hybrid ways of working' (55 per cent); ‘Adoption of

technology for collaboration’ (53 per cent); and, ‘Commence return to work

for >50 per cent of workforce’ (49 per cent) and ‘Investments in data

security & connectivity’ (49 per cent) both take the fifth spot in the Top 5

strategies chart. 

Overall, moving forward, employee wellbeing and safety procedures are key

beside the hybrid model. Interestingly NBFCs and other segments are

considering a change.
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Importance of women leadership roles in
changing the face of EdTech
With EdTech growing so quickly and exponentially, it’s pertinent to have a great, energetic, and effective leadership that will

enable them to grow efficiently, seamlessly, and organically.

 Click Here to Read This Story

ETHRWorld Contributor

How a journalistic approach to HR looks like
Amy Hsuan defines herself as a business strategy and operations leader on a quest to make the world a better place to

work, drawing from a deep bench of experience with a Big three consulting firm and years as an award-winning storyteller

and journalist.

 Click Here to Read This Story

Abhishek Sahu ETHRWorld

Why this HR leader has been working with the
same company for two decades
A nice ambience, good work culture, respect and appreciation from bosses are what made this HR veteran stick to one

company for close to two decades.

 Click Here to Read This Story

ETHRWorld

Jab HRs met Bollywood: A tale of 8 movies HR
leaders can take lessons from!
Well, there’s a lot to learn from Bollywood movies! Movies are themselves structured in a way like an organisation is. Indian

movies are a mixture of hero, heroine and villain and various other relatives and everyone has a different role to play.

 Click Here to Read This Story

ETHRWorld

No team is perfect, says HR practitioner Ashima
Roona
Roona believes in the philosophy of to live and let live and at the same time living life to its full potential.

 Click Here to Read This Story

ETHRWorld

Leadership lessons one should learn from Lata
Mangeshkar’s life
Lata ji was truly a beacon of adaptability. Lata ji started her career when the film music industry was not even well

established...

 Click Here to Read This Story

ETBrandEquity

Yun hi muskuraye jaa: Lata Mangeshkar’s
euphoric voice and hidden lessons
She was an icon and her rigorous hard work is remembered even today when India’s nightingale, at the age of 92, left us

leaving us with her inspiring life lessons and evergreen songs.

 Click Here to Read This Story

Hemanshi T ewari ETHRWorld

Managers to Mentors: A Paradigm Shift
Great talent wants to work with great people! Mentoring mechanism will add value and meaning to employees’ experience

and help in retaining key talent.

 Click Here to Read This Story

ETHRWorld Contributor

Appointing CHRO is just first step, following its
approach second: Becoming a human-centred
CEO
We have been listening to a lot about HR leaders who have made their way to the top designated job: CEO/MD. However,

does that mean the company which doesn’t have a CEO with an HR background lacks a “human-centred” approach? And if

it does, how can the present CEO/CXOs develop that approach while dealing with people and related issues?

 Click Here to Read This Story

Abhishek Sahu ETHRWorld

Human Resources accidentally happened to this
HR Leader!
At the very start, she joined an IT company as a Sourcer in Recruitment. Because of no prior experience as an HR, her initial

professional journey was exceptionally challenging. “It was very difficult, if you do not understand the IT industry. It was

pretty hard for me to understand the job description too!” said Awasthi.

 Click Here to Read This Story
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